
CSE 543 Fall 2013 - Assignment 3: Computing Threat Models

1 Dates

• Out: November 5, 2013

• Due: November 19, 2013

2 Introduction

In this assignment, you will compute threat models for real (albeit, somewhat simplified) program traces.
Specifically, you will complete a program to identify the program system calls in traces that access objects
that may be modified by program adversaries, which we will call threatened accesses. In addition, you will
codify a few different threat models and identify the differences in threatened accesses for those distinct
threat models.

3 Background

strace The program strace collects system call invocations on a targeted process. The simple invocation
below traces program run with args, dumping the output to outfile

strace -o outfile program args

Take a look at strace’s man page to see the types of options you have available. As example strace entry
for an open system call is below. It shows the arguments and return value.

open(‘‘/etc/ld.so.cache’’, O_RDONLY) = 3

We will use a slightly more complex trace that includes the process id (since some programs may spawn
multiple processes) and the system call instruction (related to a project question).

Mandatory Access Control As we learning in class, a mandatory protection system (MPS) describes a
mandatory access control (MAC) policy. An MPS consists of a mandatory protection state (in terms of
immutable labels), a labeling state (to assign processes and system objects, such as files, to labels), and a
transition state (e.g., for process privilege changes, such as setuid).

For this project, we define a simplified MAC policy language for expressing all the facets of an MPS.
First, we start with labeling state rules to describe a mapping between files and labels. We show the seman-
tics followed by an example. The file /usr/bin/bzdiff will be labeled bzip by the MPS.

label <filename> <labelname>
label /usr/bin/bzdiff bzip
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Second, we list the mandatory protection state rules over the labels, such as bzip. In this case, processes
running under the label system are allowed to read objects labeled bzip. Note that our simple model only
includes rules for read and write, so assume that reading permits execution as well.

allow <subject label> <object label> <operation>
allow system bzip read

Note that labels may be used for subjects and objects. For example, the label bzip refers to the pro-
cesses running bzip2 and bzdiff, as well as the executable files of those processes.

Finally, we list transition state rules. These rules will describe the transitions in permissions that are
allowed when a process exec’s a file. For example, when processes running under the label system forks
a child process, that process will retain the system label, but should this child process execute the bzip
program, its label will transition to bzip. This is the most difficult concept in the MPS, so let us know if it
is not clear.

trans <current subject label> <object label> <new subject label>
trans system bzip bzip

The example shown describes this transition.

Threat Models Currently, threat models are implicit in practice. Neither programmers nor OS distributors
express these models explicitly nor evaluate them as part of security configuration (at least that we know
of).

However, in this project we define a simple threat model language and explore how it can be used
to identify system calls that access adversary-controlled objects. If your program accesses an adversary-
controlled object, you will need to protect the secrecy and integrity of your program data (i.e., avoid leaking
secret data to that object and avoid making security-sensitive decisions using data from that object).

Below, we show the threat model rule format and two examples.

<type> <operation> <object label>
high write system
low write user

These rules are processed in sequence, like firewall rules. The first rule means that any process that can
modify objects labeled system are considered high integrity (i.e., not adversaries). The threat modeling
mechanism will mark all the subject labels with write access to system to say that they do not run adver-
sarial processes. The second rule is processed over the remaining subject labels. For these remaining labels,
any with write access to objects with the user label are considered low integrity. Note that some labels
may be neither high nor low integrity.

For threats we will focus on the labels that are low integrity only to identify the system calls in the trace
that access adversary-control objects.

4 Knowledge Gained

In this project, the students will:

• Learn how to use strace to trace one or more processes and gain an undertanding of those traces.

• See that real-world programs perform a variety of system calls.
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• Learn how to apply the concepts in a mandatory protection system to compute adversary-controlled
objects in realistic system traces.

• Write and evaluate simple threat models over a few programs.

5 Exercise Steps

The project consists of the following steps.

5.1 Use Strace

First, study the man page for strace and the provided traces for vi (trace.vi.assign) and bzdiff (trace.bzdiff.assign).
Your first task is to determine an strace command that will produce a trace with the following prop-

erties.

• Includes the process id, system call instruction, system call name and arguments with return address.

• Does this only for the following system calls: open, stat, access, execve, clone, exit group, unlinkat
(you may want to find out what these system calls do, but not much detailed knowledge is required
for the project).

• Trace all processes invoked as a result of that command line invocation. Note that bzdiff runs
several processes, but vi uses just one.

5.2 Compute Threats

Second, extend the supplied program (cse543-p3.c) to add code in five (5) functions: get label from object name,
label processes, label accesses, find adv subjects, and identify threats.

• get label from object name: Use available labeling rules from the _policy file (scan in or-
der) to find the label to be assigned to an object. Note that only the prefix of the labeling rule needs
to match the file name to assign that label to the file. For example, the rule below would label the
file /usr/lib64/libnsl.so.1 to system. You will use this for labeling processes and accesses
below.

label /usr system

• label processes: For each entry in the processes array, use the transition state rules from
the _policy file to determine the label of the process. The processes array consists of one or more
entries for each process in the trace. The reason that the might be multiple entries is that a new entry
is added for each execve command as well, for reasons described below.

The transition state rule says that any process running under the current subject label that executes a
file of the specified object label is assigned the new subject label in the rule. Thus, processes created
via fork (clone) or that do not match any transition state rule will retain the current subject label.

• label accesses: The program creates an entry in the ops array of type op for each system call
instance in the trace. These entries store all the fields related to the system call. The processes were
labeled in the prior step, so here we just retrieve the labels for the objects, assigning to the obj field.
Yes, I could have made this more efficient by separating objects from system calls.
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• find adv subjects: Using the threat modeling rules in adv rules built from the _adv files,
find the subject labels that represent adversaries for this program. Once you find a subject that is
authorized using the allow rules from the _policy file to perform the actions specified in one of
the adv rules, you can update the adversary status using assign adv status (provided).

• identify threats: You will do two things in this function: (1) find the adversary status for
individual object labels and (2) find the adversary status for the individual operations. Objects that
can be written by subjects that are adversaries (ADV LOW) are in the first category. Operations that
access objects of those labels are in the second category.

5.3 Model Threats

Third, write threat model rules for the following three (3) situations. Please add them to the _adv file,
commenting out the others to test. I will uncomment the appropriate ones to test. Note that “*” means all
labels.

• Network threat: Writers of system are high integrity, but those that can modify network objects are
low.

• Local + Network threats: Writers of system are high integrity, but those that can modify network
and user objects are low.

• Trust system and writers of initial process label only: Only trust subject labels that are system or
can write to the label assigned to the first process (bzdiff and vi).

Don’t forget to run the program using the supplied threat model rules.

5.4 Questions

Please answer the questions below.

1. How would you change the MAC policy to protect files labeled etc from the network threats?

2. Note that we are only producing threats for the resource named in the system call operation. What
would we need to do to prevent name resolution attacks?

3. How many different system call instruction addresses invoke open system calls in trace.bzdiff.assign?
Why does this less than the number of times that the open function is invoked in those programs?

4. One more TBD...

6 Deliverables

Please preserve all printf statements. We will use them to help grade.

1. Specify the strace command line for vi foo.txt satisfying the requirements of Section 5.1.

2. Write the code for the five (5) functions listed in Section 5.2.

3. Threat model rules for Section 5.3 in one _adv file.

4. Runs of the 2 programs for the 4 threat models (including the one supplied).

5. Answers to four (4) questions in Section 5.4.
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7 Evaluation

The assignment is worth 50 points total broken down as follows.

1. Strace command (3pts)

2. Code for five (5) functions (6pts each)

3. Threat model rules for three (3) cases (2pts each)

4. Answers to questions (11pts total)
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